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COMPUTING AND PRINTER SOLUTIONS

2591140-0001 NARROW (pictured)
	 Outside dimensions 24”w x 19”d x 12.5”h  

Inside dimensions 20”w x 15.3”d x 10”h

2591142-0001 WIDE
	 Outside dimensions 30”w x 24”d x 14.5”h
 Inside dimensions 26”w x 20.5”d x 13”h

2591144-0001 WIDE/LARGE
	 Outside dimensions 33”w x 27”d x 20”h
 Inside dimensions 29”w x 23.5”d x 18.5”h

 An acrylic transparent lid covers most of the top and front. The NARROW model is one piece, hinged at rear. 
The WIDE models have an additional hinge halfway down the front, to allow easy access to the control 
panel. WIDE models also have a ‘spring’ on the lid to hold it in place while open (NARROW does NOT).

 Foam lining throughout interior helps to absorb sound. Baseboard also has a foam pad to further 
absorb sound.

 Quiet fan module on right side has an AC receptacle to plug in printer. Air intake is only through slots or 
openings used (no intake vent).

 The base has 2 slots/openings that can be used for bottom paper entry. The base can be oriented with the 
2 slots toward front or back, allowing 4 effective possible bottom feed slot options. (User must cut out foam 
pad from appropriate bottom feed slot using a utility knife or box cutter.)  

 The rear has a set of ‘slats’ for paper inlet and/or outlet. One or more can be removed.

 BASE (slots to front) BASE (slots to rear) Rear slot openings
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The cabinet has a 
3/4” premium western 
hardboard core which 
is compressed to a 
full 45-pound density, 
then protected with 
five separate layers 
of lamination. Your 
Quiet Cover will shrug 
off punishment and 
retain its attractive 
appearance for years.

Molded plastic trim 
around the paper feed 
slots prevents static 
and snags. 

Special double memory hinges, 
standard on all Quiet Covers, 
hold the lid where you lift and 
leave it.

Tough plexiglass lid protects 
against scratches, dust and 
dirt. The edges are smooth and 
the corners are rounded so you 
won’t snag your clothes when 
you open and shut the lid.

SONEX acoustic foam, four 
times deadlier to printer noise 
than standard foam, lines the 
front, back and both sides of  
your Quiet Cover.

Whisper-quiet fans, also standard, 
house an AC receptacle. This 
self-contained fan assembly  
provides simultaneous  
printer/fan operation,  
and lets you easily  
remove the unit for  
maintenance.

“Safety walk”  
strips on the  
baseboard hold  
your Quiet Cover  
securely in place, 
while the foam pad 
dampens vibrations. 

Quiet Cover Acoustic Printer Enclosure

An inside look at your Quiet Cover.








